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‘This "invention “relates to -‘a box or‘ container 
‘for-paints and painting materials, such‘as are 
employed ‘by artists, art students and @others. 
.An , object of the invention ‘is Ito, provide :a room 
lpact icontainer :in ‘which :paints, brushes, water , 
:or other paintrmixing ?uid,‘ palettes, and possibly 
other painting instrumentalities may :be very 
-conveniently and compactlyheld, and all within 
,a relativelysmall container which is easily car 
.ried and used, and particularly when ‘painting 
outdoors or in the ?eld. 

More particularly, the invention contemplates 
a .receptaolehaving a body provided with a tray 
[portion in. which the paints arecontainedpsaid 
tray‘. also being provided with a section for re 

@ ceiving brushes. Located within the body .of the 
container is a water chamberlor ttankvrprovided 
at one end with a pouring-:operiing normally 
closed by .asscrew-on “cap or ‘other, closure, said 
,pouring-bpening ' being .in communication with a 
cup-shaped end, pivoted atlthe .endof the‘ body of 
the ,receptacle and either ,. pivotal to .;a position 
enabling it to act .as .a wateréhol‘dingcup .dur 
.ing painting activities, or ‘detachableifrom the 
‘body o‘f‘the receptacle when ‘desired. “The oppo 
site end of the’ body of the receptaole'isma'cle hol 
low to'constitute a chamber'into .whichthe ends 
of ;the‘ brushes may protrude, and attached ‘to ‘the 
latter endlis afoldable carrying‘ handle-‘by which 
the receptacle is‘easilytransporte'd. " One or‘ more 
,pivotal ‘cover ‘members disposed ' over the‘top of 
'the 'tray act, “ when ‘ closed, ‘as 'closure"'means {for 
'theitray, and‘thesepover membersfwhen opened, 
not-‘only serve ‘to 'expos‘e‘thefpain'ts ‘on .the ~tray, 
"but‘provide "inside surfaces “which ~may "beiused 
as mixing palettes. To facilitate the holding-of 
the receptacle during-painting, ‘andiin the man-‘ 
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rner *inwhich‘the artist‘is accustomed ‘.totholda ‘ 
“palette, the ‘receptacle is provided von‘itsunder 
"side with pivotal loops ‘through which-‘the‘?ngers 
may be inserted and the “receptacle easily and 

‘ comfortably supported. 
“With these and other'objects to be""hereinafter 

"set‘forth ‘in view, Ihave devised "the particular 
arrangement‘of parts described below'and pointed 
out'in the claims appended hereto. 
In thé ‘accompanying, drawing, forming apart 

‘hereof, and in which an'illustrative embodiment 
~of‘the invention‘ is disclosed, Fig. 1 is~a topplan 
'view of "the'improved'box ‘or container in closed 
position; Fig. 2“is- aside elevation,-with‘the‘ water 
cup in its ‘hanging or dependent‘ position; Fig. 3 
"is atop-plan view of-the container in its' complete 
_ ly'open ‘position ready‘ for use;'Fig. ‘4- is-a longi 
itudinalsectional view taken’through‘the "con 
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"tainer;iFig.;51is=a sectional vieweta‘ken on/th-e line 
5-5 of Fig. 1 looking in theldirectiomof‘theiar 
rows; Fig. “6 is ‘a sectional :view :taken onithefline 
164-6 ofiFig. ‘3, lookingin-lthedirection of the ar 
irows?Fig. 7'is'a‘v-iew of a portion -.o'f'a bottom‘ of 
the ‘container, showing how the‘ water- cupiis de 
‘tachétblyand pivotally-secured theretorandiFigrB 
‘is "a perspective ‘view, with parts Ifragmentarily 
shown, of the ,containeriiniits open- position. 
The vcontainer or ‘box may ' be 1 made 10f rmetal, 

-of plastic vmaterial "or ‘of wood, ‘and in the ‘form 
shown, it includes aibo‘dy-iportionil rofrrelativel-y 
rectangularand elongatedv form. The 1 body por 
'tion includes falbottom wall “2 landfthertwo up 
standing sidewalls 13 r and i4. “Contained ‘within 
'Y‘the body portion‘ l,»and suitablysecured in-plaoe 
=therein', is=a tank orz-waterv chamber "6, which may 

‘ be used'for containing water‘?! if 1-the paints con 
i-taine'd in the i'box are - water scolors, iorlit -might 
be used for ‘containing :.other paint-mixing ‘?uids 
according; to -= the - paint contents “of the ibOX. ‘The 
tank or Water container 6 is provided with a ‘for 
->ward--en'cl 1‘8'1which protrudes slightly-out» of one 
1end or the'body portionil ,land this protruding end 

. of- the tank is provided with-al'pouring-outletor 
neck 9' normally‘ closed ‘by aixthreadeon»v or ‘similar 
closure ‘cap 110.1 fThis= endv of the tank 16, ‘as ‘well 
las-thelend ofl‘thebodyl portion ll o'ffthecontainer, 
is adapted'l-to-becovered byacup-shaped member 
.11 adaptedi'for use asia water'cupland‘into which 
some of the ?uid ‘l ‘fromItheFtanktrisadapted 
to be pouredytoipermit the-artist’s brushesv‘to be 
dipped-‘into it‘ for mixing? the paints. 
1This‘movable'cupeshapedmemberY I I‘ is pivotal 

‘l-y as *welbas detaehablyeconnee'tedto ‘the end 
of‘ the‘ body‘ portion’ by means offal'hinge [2, per 
* mitting I the cup, when in its'» open position shown 
in Figs. ‘2, "4“ and '8, ‘to hang ‘vertically > down ‘at 
the end of the container with its mouth-directed 
upwardly *to'thereby hold its‘liqui‘cl contents‘and 
“permittthe brushest-obe dipped thereinto. 'The 
‘hinge 1' I12 ‘consists of .the‘two‘loops' II‘Buattached‘ to 
"the-‘cup ‘H "which "loops ‘are adapted to ?t about 
‘the hingepins I'll provided on'the‘ bottom‘2‘o'f the 
“body lo'f‘thecontainer. 'It'will beapparent that 
‘by 'sliding'thei'cup 'll sidewise or axially of ‘the 
*hingepins M, the ‘cup 'can be detached from“ the 
"box to 'facilitate the pouring out of ‘the ‘fluid con 
tents - of the cup and - permitting lit- to ‘be readily 
washed orv cleansed‘ ‘before restoring it' to- its ‘posi 
tion of pivotal'attachment to the bo'dy'of; the‘con 
tainer. \ \ 

iWithini'the container -' and ‘above the-tank 6 is 
a‘ tray 5, which maybe formed/by the“ tenor’ upper 

~55 ~wa11- or» the‘ tank a; and-includes‘thevertical‘ pa~r 
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titions I'I, dividing a portion of the tray into 
compartments for the reception of the paints 
which may be in either block form or contained 
in the conventional tubes. Forwardly of the par 
titions is located an area or section designated 
at I8 for the reception of the brushes. When the 
cup II is in its closed position the end portions 
of the brushes may extend into the cup I I as 
well as project into a hollow end portion I3a 
provided at the opposite end of the body I. Said 
hollow end I3a. may be rounded at the bottom 
as shown, or made of other shape. It is pro 
vided at the top with the panel I9 to which is piv 
otally attached a carrying handle 2|. The han 
dle is in the form of a wire loop or ball, and its 
ends are pivotally received in the loops 20 formed 
at the end of the container. The extended po 
sition of the handle, which is that employed 
when carrying the container, is shown in Fig. 1, 
and in its folded position it overlies the panel I9 
as shown in Fig. 3, thus decreasing the overall 
size of the container. 
The top of the body portion I of the container 

is closed by a pair of pivoted cover members 
indicated respectively at 22 and 22a. The inner 
closure member, indicated at 22, is pivoted at 25 
to the upper end of the side wall 4 of the body 
I of the container, and when in its closed posi 
tion it ?ts over and closes the top of the tray 5. 
The second cover member, indicated at 22a is 
pivoted at 29 to the side wall 3 near the upper 
edge of the same, and when this cover member 
22a is closed it fits over the topv of the body I 
and overlies the inner cover member 22. When 
the two cover members 22 and 23 are in open 
position, as shown in Figs. 3, 6 and 8, the same 
lie substantially horizontal and are usable as 
mixing surfaces or palettes. To confine the 
paints on these palettes the cover member 22 is 
provided with the marginal wall 26, while the 
cover member has the end ?anges 21 and front 
?ange 28. 
Extending from one of the ?anges 21 is a lip 

24 of resilient or springy nature, and the same 
acts as a closure member for the cup II. The 
frictional or springy engagement of the lip 24 
with the inside surface of the cup II serves to 
retain the cup in its closed position, as shown in 
Figs. 1 and 5, and at the same time, the cover 
member 220. is retained in its closed position by 
this engagement of the parts. 
To facilitate the holding or supporting of the 

container during the painting work, the bottom 
2 of the container is provided with spaced loops 
I5 in which rings I6 are pivotally mounted. The 
thumb of the user is inserted through the rings 
I6, and the container is thus supported by the 
hand in the manner of the conventional artist’s 
palette. 
From the foregoing, the operation and uses of 

the container will be readily understood. In its 
closed position, the device appears as shown in 
Fig. 1. When shipped, the container has its 
handle 2I folded inwardly as in Fig. 3, and the 
same may then be readily contained in a stand-V 
ard protective box of rectangular formation. To 
carry the closed-container, the handle 2I is ex 
tended as shown in Fig. 1. The paints are con 
tained in the compartments defined by the parti 
tions I‘! and the brushes in the area I8, with their 
end portions accommodated in the hollow ends 
I3a and II of the container. 
When it is desired to use the device, the cup 

II is swung downwardly on its pivot I2 to ver 
tical position, and by removal of the cap It the 
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4 
required amount of water or other mixing ?uid 
from the tank 6 will be caused to flow into the 
cup I I. By swinging the cup II downwardly, 
it will be made free of engagement with the lip 
24, so that the cover members 22a and 22 may 
now be swung outwardly from the body I to hori 
zontal position to serve as palettes upon which 
the mixing of the paints may take place. While 
these covers are shown as ?at or plane surfaces, 
it will be apparent that the same may be formed 
with depressions or shallow cups in which the 
various paints may be mixed in the known man 
ner. While painting, the container may be sus 
tained on the hand by the insertion of the thumb 
through the loops I6. Normally these loops I6 
are swung ?atwisely against the under face of 
the container.‘ 
At the conclusion of the painting operation, 

- the cup II may be detached at the hinge I2, as 
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shown in Fig. 7 and the contents spilled out. The 
cup can then be washed out by the use of water 
from tank 6, and then restored to the end of the 

The covers 22 and 22a are then swung 
to closed position, and when the cup is swung 
upwardly and engaged over the lip 24, it will 
hold the covers closed and be also held in closed 
position. 
By means of the structure described, a com 

pact, easily handled and sturdy container, capable 
of carrying all of the required artists’ materials, 
excepting the surface used for painting, is pro 
vided. 
While I have described one embodiment of the 

invention, it is obvious that the same is not to 
be restricted thereto, but is broad enough to 
cover all structures coming within the scope of 
the annexed claims. 
What I claim is: 
1. A container for artists’ equipment compris 

ing, a box having a body provided with a tray, a 
liquid-containing tank disposed below the tray, 
a pivoted end closure for the body consisting 
of a hingedly attached cup into which liquid can 
be poured from the tank while the cup remains 
attached to the body, the pivot for the cup per 
mitting the cup to hang in a suspended, sub 
stantially vertical position with its mouth directed 
upwardly and to hold a quantity of liquid in 
position for use while painting and while the 
cup is in such suspended position, the tank hav 
ing a pouring outlet directed toward the mouth 
of the cup and from which liquid may be poured 
directly into the cup while the cup hangs in its 
suspended position, and covers for the top of 
the body. 

2. A container for artists’ equipment compris 
ing, a box having a body provided with a tray 
for holding artists’ colors, a liquid-containing 
tank in the body beneath the tray, an end closure 
for the body consisting of a cup, pivotally at 
tached at one of its edges to the body and into 
which liquid is poured directly from the tank 
while the cup is held in a suspended position on 
its pivot, the pivot for the cup permitting the 
cup to hang in a suspended, substantially vertical 
position with its mouth directed upwardly and to 
hold a quantity of liquid while remaining in such 
suspended position, the tank having a pouring 
outlet at one end directed toward the mouth of 
the cup and from which liquid is poured into the 
cup while the cup remains in its suspended posi 
tion, covers for the top of the body, a handle at 
the end of the body remote from the pivoted cup, 
and ?nger loops on the body for supporting the 



[box and its ‘suspended cup while engaged in 
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